ABSTRACT Space solar cell components always suffered from the complex and hostile space environment. The reliability of space solar cell components is important to ensure the mission success of space satellites. However, the current research mostly focuses on solar cells' degradation mechanisms. There is less research based on the performance parameters of space solar cell component's degradation to analyze its reliability. Therefore, a reliability analysis method based on the method of modeling the performance degradation of space solar cell components is proposed. By combining general stress-strength interference model and Gamma process, the reliability model of space solar cell components is established. The accelerated degradation test based on the equivalent particle dose is performed to simulate the radiation influence and verify the proposed method. Compared with the displacement damage dose method, the proposed method can further develop the reliability analysis based on performance degradation analysis. Moreover, the cover glass and interconnection are also taken into account together to form a completed component analysis. Through analyzing the cover glass and interconnection experiment results, the cover glass can affect the component reliability; whereas, the interconnection has little influence at the particle radiation condition. Based on the proposed method, the reliability is easier to calculate with the degradation of output power.
I. INTRODUCTION
A long-term and stable power supply is crucial for the mission success of space satellites. Space solar cell components (SSCC) are the common power supply for space satellites [1] . Therefore, it is necessary to research the reliability of SSCC in the space environment. However, satellites must withstand complex and hostile environment. Space environment factors are especially diverse, including high vacuum, thermal cycle, charged particle radiation, atomic oxygen, space debris, and plasma environment. And space environment generally varied with the change of time and
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space. For example, space charged particle radiation environment is mainly made up of electrons and protons. Particle flux obviously varies with different particle energy and orbital parameter. The above conditions make the space environment more complex.
According to amount of research, in the space environment, high-energy particle radiation is a hazard factor affecting the performance of satellite power supply components, such as cables [2] and solar cells [3] - [6] . The high-energy particle radiation can cause radiation damage defects and decrease photoelectric conversion efficiency for SSCC. Due to good irradiation resistance and high conversion efficiency compared to silicon cells [7] , [8] , GaAsbased SSCC have been always widely applied since 1982 [9] .
Generally, GaAs-based SSCC is composed of GaAs space solar cells, cover glass and interconnection. As the representative methods, the equivalent fluence method and displacement damage dose method are widely applied into the degradation analysis for solar cells [10] , [11] . Besides, damage mechanism of solar cell caused by particle radiation is also researched, such as lattice defects [12] . The lattice defects will decrease photoelectric conversion efficiency of solar cell. And all types of solar cells are widely covered, including silicon solar cell, triple-junction solar cell and polymer solar cells [13] - [15] . Cover glass can reduce particle radiation damage to solar cells. The influence on cover glass caused by high energy particle radiation has been researched [16] , [17] . However, the degradation researches about the interconnection and the component are rarely developed.
Many researches analyze the high-energy particle radiation effect on the performance or performance of solar cells. For example, Gao et al. [18] applied the displacement damage dose method analyze the performance degradations of single-junction and triple-junction GaAs solar cells induced by space radiation environments. The research indicates that the triple-junction GaAs cell has a superior radiation-hardness performance than single-junction GaAs solar cell. Zimmermann [19] studied the reliability of solar cells with mechanical defects in space environment. Meng et al. [20] comprehensively considered the impact of solar incidence angle and radiation intensity on the performance degradation of solar cell and proposed the corresponding degradation model. Moeini et al. [21] proposed two different time-dependent modeling approaches based on Sah-Noyce-Shockley theory and conventional Schottky thermionic emission, which perfectly described the variation of device characteristics of perovskite solar cells under stress conditions. Other reliability research advances about solar cells have been summarized in the author's previous research and can be found in the reference [22] .
According to the above literature, it can be found that the degradation mechanism of solar cell or cover glass due to particles radiation are extensively researched. However, there is few researches about degradation model to analyze reliability. And the existed empirical model cannot be reasonable to consider actual environment effect. Moreover, systematic reliability model of SSCC is not also established. Hence, based on the previous research about GaAs solar cells reliability [22] , we extend the research object to SSCC and synthetically consider the solar cell, cover glass and interconnection. General stress-strength interference model and Gamma process are applied to establish the reliability model. Then, the accelerated degradation test based on the equivalent particle dose is used to simulate the radiation influence. This paper further applies the model to complete reliability analysis of SSCC considering actual environment effect.
The remainder is organized as follow. Section 2 presents the degradation modeling of SSCC considering actual environment effect. Section 3 describes test material and relative testing program. Testing results, parameter estimation and reliability analysis are described in the section 4. Finally, section 5 provides the research conclusion.
II. METHODOLOGY AND MODELING PROCEDURE A. METHODOLOGY OF THE MODELING
There are all kinds of random environmental factors in the space environment. And various random variables have influence on the SSCC reliability. Let X (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) represented the random variables including material properties, environment load, geometric dimensioning and boundary conditions. In addition, suffering the effects coming from random variables, product reliability generally shows the time-dependent characteristic. Therefore, based on general stress-strength interference theory, the time-dependent limitstate function G (t, X ) is useful to complete reliability analysis for SSCC. The function G (t, X ) is divided the space of outcomes into two domains:
The space where G (t, X ) > 0 is the reliability domain; The space where G (t, X ) ≤ 0 is the failure domain; The space where G (t, X ) = 0 is the boundary between the two domains, called as the limit-state surface [22] . High-energy particles radiation is main environmental factor affecting the SSCC reliability. In addition, although products were produced under the same manufacture condition, the initial performances still existed randomness and difference. Therefore, let Y represents the initial feature of SSCC as a distribution function. X (t) denotes the performance degradation process. The function G (t, X ) can be given,
where, X (t) is the performance degradation function, Y is the initial feature function. In the degradation modeling procedure, selection of degradation feature plays an important role. The main performance parameters of solar cell are short-circuit current, open-circuit voltage and max output power, whereas transmittance and conductivity are respectively the performance characteristics of cover glass and interconnection. The above characteristics all affects the integral performance of SSCC. However, the most crucial performance of SSCC is output power. And the output power is a comprehensive parameter to represent effects of different elements. For instance, the transmittance degradation will hinder the solar cell to receive the sunlight. Therefore, the output power is selected as degradation feature.
When output power is below the 85 percent of initial value, SSCC is considered as failure. Therefore, 15 percent of the initial output power is selected as the failure threshold. That is a relative failure threshold, which uses l to represent. Making some assumptions as following.
Assumption 1: f X (t) denotes probability density function (PDF) of output power degradation.
Assumption 2: f (y) denotes PDF of initial output power. Assumption 3: f X (t) and f (y) are independent.
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The reliability of SSCC can be obtained,
Generally, space solar cells occur continuous impact damage caused by particle radiation in the orbit, which is described with compound Poisson process [22] . However, for space solar cell components, the cover glass can protect solar cell from account of radiation damage caused by lower-energy particles and reduce the radiation damage caused by high-energy particles. The radiation damage can transform to the continuous and slow degradation. It is preferable to describe the degradation characteristic of SSCC with Gamma process. Therefore, Gamma process was used to describe the deterioration of SSCC.
Suppose {X (t) , t ≥ 0} be a stochastic process with shape parameter and scale parameter, which represents the degradation process of SSCC. The Gamma process has the following properties [23] :
1. X (0) = 0 with probability one; 2. X (t) has independent increments;
the Ga ( x| α, β) represents Gamma distribution with shape parameter α > 0 and scale parameter β > 0. PDF of Gamma process is defined as:
where (α) = ∞ 0 x α−1 e −x dx is Gamma function. In the modeling of product performance degradation using the Gamma process, shape parameter α represents the influence of stress on product performance. And scale parameter β represents the effects of random factors on product performance according to engineering experience. Random factors contain environment, material and human factors. Assume that the environment stress is only related to shape parameter α. Therefore, the shape parameter α can be considered as a time-dependent variable. Then, the PDF of Gamma process can be further derived,
2) ACCELERATE MODEL
Under the different stress levels, the SSCC occurred performance degradation. Different stress levels will cause the change of product degradation paths. And the degradation path is related to the stress parameter. Hence, after formulating the degradation path under high stress level, the product degradation path under the working stress level can be obtained by the acceleration equation. Inverse power law generally models the influence on product degradation caused by electronic stress or press stress [24] , [25] . High-energy particle radiation can be considered as a kind of electronic stress. Hence, inverse power law can be selected the accelerate model.
where, D (S) is the parameter related to performance degradation, S is the high-energy particle radiation stress, a and b are the unknown parameters.
Furthermore, in the Gamma degradation model, the shape parameter α (t) can be obtained:
where t is the time.
C. PARAMETER ESTIMATION
Suppose a step-stress accelerated degradation test, X ijk represents the degradation of the i-th test sample with the j-th measurement and k-th accelerated stress. t ijk represents test time of the i-th test sample with the j-th measurement and kth accelerated stress. X ijk = X ijk − X i(j−1)k represents performance degradation increment. And t ijk = t ijk − t i(j−1)k represents the interval measurement time correspondingly. According to maximum likelihood estimator and accelerated degradation test, the likelihood function can be obtained,
where
k is the shape parameter described with inverse power law model. N 1 , N 2 , N 3 respectively represent accelerated stress number, test sample number of each accelerated stress level, and the number of measurement number of per test sample.
Further, the log-likelihood function can be derived,
Replace the test data into the above formula. And then, parameters a, b, β can be obtain by maximum likelihood estimator method.
D. MODELING PROCEDURE OF INITIAL PERFORMANCE
Generally, there are millions of SSCC used into a space satellite. Based on the central-limit theorem, the initial output power of SSCC is assumed to obey normal distribution, that is Y ∼ N µ, σ 2 . The PDF function can be given,
The likelihood function of PDF from (9) is
The corresponding log-likelihood function is
Then,
According to the above formulas, estimations forμ andσ can be obtained.
III. HIGH-ENERGY ELECTRON RADIATION EXPERIMENTS
One SSCC is composed of two GaAs space solar cells, two cover glasses and one silver interconnection, as shown in Fig.1 . The size of solar cell and cover glass is all 40 mm×30 mm. The silver interconnection can conduct the current which generated by two GaAs space solar cells. Then the above parts are bonded to a substrate. High-energy electron radiation accelerate experiment simulated the irradiation environment of Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO). Charged particles of GEO are composed of solar proton and charged particles of the earth's radiation belts. First, we use the Space Radiation software to calculate charged particles distribution of GEO. The AE8/AP8 model and JPL91 model are respectively applied to calculate radiation belts particles and solar proton. Comprehensively considering the protective effect of cover glass, charged particles was equivalent to the impact of 1MeV electron. A highenergy electronic eradiating accelerator is used to perform this experiment. A solar simulator is used as simulated light source. Detail experiment parameters are shown in Table 1 . Each test group contains 5 samples. The dose rate of 1MeV electron is 3.0 × 10 9 e/cm 2 · s. When the test time is reached, the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of samples will be measured including short-circuit current (I SC ), open-circuit voltage (V OC ) and max output power (P max ) .
In order to analyze the effect of GaAs solar cells, cover glass and silver interconnection, we design the other accelerated accumulated irradiation experiment for GaAs solar cells, cover glass and silver interconnection. In the control experiment of the GaAs solar cell sample, compared with SSCC, the cover glasses are only taken off. Then, GaAs solar cell samples are tested in the same test conditions as SSCC, as shown in Table 1 . Likewise, each test group contains 5 GaAs solar cell samples. For cover glasses and silver interconnection, the dose rate of 1MeV electron is still 3.0 × 10 9 e/cm 2 · s. When the radiation dose reached the index value, the cover glass samples will be tested the transmittance at the dose of 0, 0.5 × 10 15 e/cm 2 , 1.0 × 10 15 e/cm 2 , 1.3 × 10 15 e/cm 2 , 2.6 × 10 15 e/cm 2 , 3.9 × 10 15 e/cm 2 and 5.2 × 10 15 e/cm 2 . Similarly, the silver interconnection samples will be tested the internal resistance.
In addition, we also test 50 samples to obtain the initial output power of SSCC. These test data can be used to evaluate the unknown parameters. Since the cover glass has no effect on the test of the current-voltage characteristics of the untested sample, the test result of initial output power is also used in the reliability calculation of the GaAs solar cell.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. RESULT ANALYSIS
According to the measured current-voltage characteristics of SSCC and GaAs solar cell samples, the radiation experiment results at the dose of 0.5 × 10 15 e/cm 2 , 1.0 × 10 15 e/cm2, 1.3 × 10 15 e/cm 2 , 2.6 × 10 15 e/cm 2 are respectively shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . It can be seen that the output power overall shows a downward tendency.
The Fig.4 shows initial output power tested data of 50 samples. Then, Quantile-quantile plot was used to verify whether initial output power data of 50 samples are subjected to a normal distribution. As shown in Fig.5 , the data are approximately subject to a normal distribution.
On the basis of the above test data, the unknown parameters can be estimated by the maximum likelihood estimator method. The parameter estimation results are shown in Table 2 . Based on the parameter estimation values of SSCC, shape parameter formula can be obtained.
α (S, t) = 4S
−0.015 t (13) As the charged particles composition is complex, the equivalent dose of 1MeV electron at one year is regarded as the normal working stress. According to equivalent calculation, the equivalent dose of 1MeV electron at one year is 0.07 × 10 15 e/cm 2 . Hence, the reliability function R (t) of SSCC can be obtained at the 0.07×10 15 e/cm 2 radiation dose.
2 * 0.0328 2 dy (14) Fig. 6 shows the reliability curve. In the early stage, the SSCC remain the better reliability, which is greater than 0.998. After four years, the reliability of SSCC begins to decrease. In the middle stage (six years to ten years), components reliability keeps in a rapid decline phase, where the decline rate reaches 17.06%. In the later stage (after ten years), the decline rate of components reliability is 3.01%. The effect on SSCC caused by particle radiation is weaken. If the equivalent dose is increased to 0.14 × 10 15 e/cm 2 , the performance degradation of SSCC is more obvious. Compared with the 0.07 × 10 15 e/cm 2 radiation dose, the components reliability averagely fell by 35.24% at the stress level of 0.14 × 10 15 e/cm 2 radiation dose. Therefore, high-energy particle radiation dose has serious effect on SSCC reliability.
B. COMPARISON WITH TRADITIONAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In the traditional performance analysis, the displacement damage dose method is extensively employed to analyze the solar cell. Therefore, the displacement damage dose method is chosen to compare with the proposed method. Displacement damage fluence method is to calculate the displacement damage dose parameter of solar cell in space radiation environment by spatial orbit particle distribution energy spectrum. Because the solar cell radiation displacement damage fluence parameter is unique and equivalence. The single particle radiation test can be utilized to simulate the effect of particle radiation in space (for a detailed application illustration about displacement damage dose method see [10] ). Based on displacement damage dose method, the degradation follows the following empirical law [5] , [26] :
where Y (X ) is a certain performance parameter of solar cells. Y 0 is the corresponding the performance parameter before irradiation. X can be a particle dose or an equivalent displacement damage dose. c and X 0 are the unknown parameters. According to the radiation experiment results, the degradation curves shown in Fig. 7 can be fitted using the equation (15) .
where P 0 is the maximum output power before irradiation. φ is the particle dose. The unknow parameters are characteristic for this solar cell, and the best fitting is obtained with 0.111 and 0.13 × 10 15 e/cm 2 respectively. The solid line represents the normalized output power curves generated using Eq. (16), as shown in Fig. 7 . The characteristic curve can be utilized to predict the solar cell degradation to radiation by any particle dose. However, displacement damage dose method can be only suitable for analyzing the solar cell degradation and only considers the relationship between characteristic parameter and radiation dose. Compared with the proposed method, it is impossible to describe the change of the entire life cycle. And it is impossible to establish contact with the time variable. The displacement damage dose method cannot effectively involve the effects of cover glass and silver interconnection into the performance analysis. It is still a simple application of the degradation mechanism. Therefore, the model cannot effectively guide the reliability design work of the SSCC.
C. COMPARISON WITH SOLAR CELLS RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
As shown in Fig. 6 , compared with the reliability of GaAs solar cells, in the early stage, the reliability of SSCC keeps the higher level. And the degradation rate of SSCC is relatively slower. For example, the reliability is 0.8385 at seventh year. Relatively, the reliability of GaAs solar cells is 0.8133 at seventh year. Fig. 8 represents the normalization curve of output power about GaAs solar cell and SSCC. When the radiation dose is less than 1.0 × 10 15 e/cm 2 , the normalized output power of SSCC is 6% higher than GaAs solar cell. If the radiation dose keeps below 1 × 10 15 e/cm 2 at each year, the reliability and electronic performance of SSCC will be better than GaAs solar cells.
However, in the later stage (after ten years), the reliability of SSCC decreases more obviously. Compared with GaAs solar cell, the relative reliability of SSCC will reduce about 53.8%. Moreover, as shown in Fig.8 , when the radiation dose is higher than about 1.2 × 10 15 e/cm 2 , the normalized output power of SSCC is about 7% less than GaAs solar cell.
Combined the cover glass and interconnection experiment data (respectively shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 ), the decrease of component reliability in the later stage also comes from the degradation of cover glass. After the high-energy electron irradiation, the transmittance of 300-500nm band appeared changes, where the transmittance averagely reduced about 2%. The decrease of transmittance can affect the photoelectric conversion of solar cell. For example, the degradation of cover glass can increase about 7% of output power reduction for SSCC. For this problem, the main improved reliability design is to cover a reflective film on the surface of glass to defend the particle radiation. As it is clear from the discussion above, the cover glass can defer the reliability reduction in the early stage. However, with the continuous degradation, the cover glass will affect the reliability in the later stage.
For the interconnections, the internal resistance remains basically invariable. For example, at the dose of 5.2 × 10 15 e/cm 2 , the variation of internal resistance is 0.003528. Therefore, it can be concluded that the silver interconnection is not sensitive to particle irradiation. The interconnections have little effect on the reliability of SSCC in the condition of high-energy electron irradiation.
Due to the complexity of space environment, the realtime particle radiation dose is more difficult to obtain. The accelerate degradation test is effective to simulate the radiation influence by being equivalent to a kind of particle dose. This paper mainly simulates the radiation influence of GEO and construct the reliability model. In addition, the propose method is a data-driven method. In this approach, the impact of high-energy particles is only considered on the reliability of SSCC. If the high-energy particle radiation condition is clear in the other earth orbit, the propose method can be used to analyze the impact on reliability of SSCC. Therefore, only considered the impact of high-energy particles, this proposed method is also applicable to analyze reliability of SSCC served in the other earth orbit, such as Low Earth Orbit (LEO) and Middle Earth Orbit (MEO).
V. CONCLUSION
Based on the research of GaAs space solar cells under the particle radiation, this paper extended the research object and presented general stress-strength interference and Gamma process combined method to analyze the reliability of SSCC. The output power is selected as degradation feature. First, time-dependent limit-state function of SSCC is established. Then, Gamma process is selected to describe performance degradation, correspondingly the normal distribution is chosen to describe initial output power. The accelerate degradation test based on the equivalent particle dose for SSCC, cover glasses and interconnections is performed in the condition of laboratory. Model parameters are estimated based on the experimental data, accelerate model and maximum likelihood estimator method. And reliability function under the relative failure threshold was obtained. Finally, the presented modeling method is employed to research the reliability of on orbit SSCC.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized below: first, the proposed method considers the effect of particle radiation on SSCC reliability and provides time-varying reliability analysis results. Secondly, different from the degradation mechanism research, this proposed method is more suitable for engineering applications. It is easier to calculate reliability through the attenuation of output power. Thirdly, comprehensively takes account into the effect of the solar cell, cover glass and interconnection on the performance of SSCC. The cover glass can defer the reliability reduction in the early stage. However, with the continuous degradation, the cover glass and interconnection will affect the reliability in the later stage. Finally, the proposed method is also applicable to the different earth orbit environment.
